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For knitters, crocheters, and weavers ready to make their own yarn, this handy guide 
provides detailed instructions for spinning both on a spindle and a wheel, and offers a 
special section devoted to troubleshooting and wheel maintenance that keeps projects on 
track. It offers a comprehensive look at the various available fiber options, choosing and 
preparing each type of fiber for use, and crafting these materials into ready-to-work 
pieces. A final chapter on the various uses of spun yarn focuses on project planning, with 
definitions and context for measuring wraps per inch, determining yards for specific 
projects, and choosing a yarn size.

Maggie Casey is the co-owner of Shuttles, Spindles, and Skeins, where she also teaches 
the art of spinning to classes of all skill levels. She has contributed articles to Spin Off and 
Knitters Review and has served as judge at various spinning competitions. She lives in 
Boulder, Colorado.

"The techniques are shown clearly, which makes this the best of all publications in this 
review for communicating spinning technique... Maggie Casey has more 'troubleshooting' 
help... and I think this is very important for new spinners struggling to resolve problems." - 
Dorothy Lumb, YarnMarket

"Well, hallelujah! A wonderful, inspiring new introductory overview of spinning. This is a 
FANTASTIC book." - Deb Robson, former editor, Spin-Off magazine

"[An] excellent introduction to the craft...highly recommended for public libraries." - Library 
Journal

"The brilliant thing about this book are Maggie's hands. They are everywhere. On nearly 
every page is a close-up photo of Maggie demonstrating every aspect of spinning." - 
knitty.com

"This book is one of the best beginner books on spinning I have ever read...even the 
experienced spinner will learn quite a lot by reading it." - Spindle and Wheel online 
magazine

"This is the sort of instruction book I wish was available when I struggled to teach myself 
how to spin...the next best thing to taking private spinning lessons." - Monsters and 
Critics.com

"5 out of 5 stars. This is an excellent book for anyone who is thinking about learning to spin 
or who already has a spindle or wheel." - Knitting News

Other Books
A Blueprint for Promoting Academic and Social Competence in After-School Programs, 
School activities alone are not always sufficient to ensure children’s academic progress or 
socio-emotional development and well-being. And the time when many children typically 
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have the least adult supervision – immediately after school – is also the time that they are 
at the highest risk to act as perpetrators or become victims of antisocial behavior. 
Throughout A Blueprint for Promoting Academic and Social Competence in After-School 
Programs, which focuses on children in grades 1 through 6, noted experts identify the best 
practices of effective programs and pinpoint methods for enhancing school-based skills 
and making them portable to home and neighborhood settings. This volume: (1) Analyzes 
the concepts central to effective after-school programs. (2) Offers developmental, 
cognitive, and social ecology perspectives on how children learn. (3) Features more than 
100 exercises that develop young people’s capabilities for academic, social, moral, and 
emotional learning – These exercises are ready to use or can be adapted to students’ 
unique needs. (4) Emphasizes young people’s development as students and as productive 
members of society during middle to late childhood and early adolescence. (5) Presents 
explicit theory and evidence that can be used to explain the value of after-school 
programs for budget proposals. This important book will find an appreciative, ready 
audience among the program directors who design after-school curricula, the educators 
who implement them, the mental health and social work professionals who help staff them, 
and the current crop of graduate students who will create the next generation of 
programs.
�����.  You  may  want  to  check  local  yarn  and/or craft stores for remnants or see if 
parents/other volunteers have extra  yarn  they ...  Give everyone  a small ball of  yarn , 
which each child  should  tie around his or her waist. ...  Start spinning !"
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